


Changes afoot...

Our debut last month was very successful,

and our subscriber base continues to grow.

Thank you for being a part of it!

One of the more unique ideas we have in

mind here is that this magazine becomes

what you, the readers, want it to become. So each month

we will continue to ask for your feedback, and make ad-

justments based on that feedback. This truly is the readers’

guitar magazine. Here are the current changes that many

have asked for:

1. At least two regular columns related to guiding students

through my core Metal Rhythm Guitar and Metal Lead

Guitar books, and highlighting key concepts taught within

those methods.

2. One lesson each month will be dedicated to the begin-

ner. This month, that has been undertaken by Don

Parkhurst, a longtime teacher of the Metal Rhythm Guitar

series. Don will tackle one of the fundamental aspects of

guitar—developing solid timing. This is so important, yet

so often misunderstood and underdeveloped, often even

in intermediate players. 

Most lessons will also be slightly shorter, with

the exception of one featured “super lesson”

each month. That is, one lesson that will go

further and deeper than the rest. 

This month, that highlighted spot goes to an

etude created and performed by Russian gui-

tarist Sergey Golovin. A few weeks ago I

stumbled across his great alternate picking piece, thanks

to www.ShredKnowledge.com. Unfortunately, Sergey’s

tab didn’t unpack properly, but I like it so well that I sat

down and tabbed it myself by ear, just to learn it that very

night. Yes, I liked it that much! So I’m very happy that he

has kindly agreed to have it appear here for you.

This piece is quite advanced in some respects, but at the

same time if you are familiar with three-note-per-string

alternate picking, this is a great “slow downer” exercise.

That is to say, just like a lot of the pieces I used to learn,

this requires one to slow down quite a lot in order to mem-

orize the sequences. The beauty of this is that you can be-

come lost in the music and by the time you get it all

together, hours of slow, controlled practice has elapsed

without boredom. I always found this type of practice ef-

fortlessly advanced my playing. Enjoy! 

—Troy Stetina
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Let me ask you, as well as using very

tiny motions when you pick, are you

only barely touching the string? Are

there any youtubes of you playing

where the right had gets some close

ups? I have a DVD of G3 when Yngwie

toured with them. Man, he holds picks

way at the tip of his fingers. Sometimes

it looks like he's using a lot of forearm,

sometimes wrist, sometimes I can't tell what he's doing

(maybe just finger tips) but he can play fast no matter what

he does. 

—Thanks again! Bob

Yeah, for fast picking it’s all about small controlled motions

just on the tip of the pick. On my new Fret12.com “Sound

& Story” DVD (due out mid Nov) there are loads of up close

shots of the picking motions, as well as detailed explanations

of the best ways I’ve found to reduce picking tension and in-

crease speed and control. Basically these boil down to seek-

ing effortlessness—play at times very quietly and softly until

you can do so uniformly and easily. You can always then hit

the strings harder when desired. It’s very Zen... you have

best control when you come from “silence” in a sense. It’s

very much a specific application of the principle’s you’ll see

in Jamie’s column in this magazine. 

The key is trust and patience that you are moving in the right

direction, which is why seeing it demonstrated in detail is so

important. “If he can do it, so can I” sort of thing. And that

is true. There is nothing I can do tech-

nically, that any reader here cannot

also do, given the right approach.

Let me also say that many different

players angle the pick slightly differ-

ently. Yngwie, Shawn Lane, Paul

Gilbert... there isn’t “one best way.”

However, small and relaxed motions

are essential regardless of what the exact motion is. (My

picking motion tends to be a wrist oriented, pivoting motion,

but I may change it for different situations.) If your pick is

“catching” occasionally, you cannot control it. So practice

tremolo picking until you can do it on “autopilot” without

getting hung up. Also practice fast picking runs softly. Let

the amp tone make it sound intense. Picking hard usually

just causes extra, unwanted noise. Of course, after you can

play softly, you can also tighten up and play strongly as you

like, even for fast runs. But to get a handle on it, start out

with soft and even playing.

For lead guitar I recommend medium-heavy or heavy picks.

This way the “give” must happen in the fingers, not the pick,

which enables much greater control over string dynamics.

This is a good question, and we can go deeper in later issues

with musical applications if the readers would like. Let me

know! Email me at troy1@stetina.com with your thoughts

on this or other questions.

—Troy Stetina
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he is playing out of time with the

rest of the band. 

A more experienced player would

not have this problem. When this

musician makes a mistake, he im-

mediately falls back into the

groove because he has developed

a good sense of timing. As a re-

sult most people will not even re-

alize he made a mistake!

With a little dedicated practice

you too can develop a good sense

of timing. Let’s take a look at the

following example and I’ll show you where it all starts.

First, take a look at Ex 12 from Metal Rhythm Guitar

Vol 1:

Keeping Time

In this month’s article we will be

talking about keeping good

rhythm and timing. This is one of

the most important aspects of

being a competent musician. If

you get a chance to play with

more experienced musicians and

your timing is weak you will

most likely not get another call

back. Keeping good time is es-

sential and is almost more impor-

tant then the actual notes you

play.

Imagine you’re in a club watching a band and the guitar

player makes a mistake. He then fumbles around trying

to correct his mistake.

He struggles to get

back into it but doesn’t

seem to be able to catch

up. All attention (nega-

tive attention) is di-

rected towards this

guitar player because



As Troy explains in the book, tap your foot and count
out the beats along with the recording as you listen.
Next, familiarize yourself with the simple position
shifts. Now, while counting and tapping your foot as
before, try playing along with the example. Finally try
playing it without the backing track while keeping a
steady beat. 

[Ed. note: Beginners will quickly find that there is much
more going on here than simply playing three chords.
That’s the easy part. Keeping a solid yet fluent timing
is quite another matter. The key point is that you need
to be able to feel that pulse easily and consistently when
the chords are easy, before you’ll ever be able to carry
that into more difficult rhythms.] 

One problem you may come across, especially when
the rhythms get more difficult, is your foot seems to
have a mind of its own. You at times stop tapping your
foot while other times you may tap too much. How can
you fix this?

Lets say for example you play measure one while tap-
ping out the four beats in that measure. You move to
the next chord in measure two but it takes you a second
to get to this chord. DON’T KEEP TAPPING YOUR
FOOT! 

What you want to do is hold your foot up after the

fourth beat until you are ready to hit the next chord on

beat one of the next measure. This is what I call the

“stall technique.” When you stop playing (pause time),

stop tapping your foot. If you need extra time to get to

the chord in measure three then again hold your foot up

until you are ready to play the G5 chord in the next

measure. Continue in this way, trying to shorten the

extra time it takes to get from one chord to another.

When you can play through the whole thing at a steady

beat you are done! What this does is meld your foot,

fingers and mind together as one. Practicing in this way

is what I call “practice mode.”

In addition to this, also try the opposing approach—

play and tap your foot along with the recording from

time to time, keeping steady time even when you make

a mistake. If you don’t play a chord correctly don’t go

back to fix it. The point is to recover gracefully without

losing your pulse. So just continue to tap your foot and

get ready for the next chord. This method is what I call

“performance mode.” 

Playing in performance mode may be sloppy at first and

you may miss chords but that’s OK! You are not going

to practice like this all the time. This is just to get a feel

for how the rhythm should flow. Run through this a few
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times and then go back into practice mode as I de-

scribed earlier. As you keep switching back and forth

between the two modes you will start to notice that in

performance mode you are slowly getting more accu-

rate, and in practice mode you are having fewer and

shorter “stalls.” Continue in this way until you can play

through the progression in performance mode while

tapping your foot at a steady pace and no longer making

any mistakes. 

Now let’s try these techniques using more complex

rhythms. All the following examples can be found in

MRG Vol 1. 

For Example 38 we will take the same approach as the

last example but we will be palm muting the eighth

notes. This will accent certain notes and create an in-

teresting rhythm.
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In the following example we take it to the next step. We will be playing eighth notes strait through till the last

measure but this time with the added palm muting we create accents on the upbeats. This can start to get a little

tricky but if you first work through it in practice mode you will get it!

[Ed. Note: This is the beginning of rhythmic differentiation. That is, the ability to feel one rhythm at your “core”

even as the rhythm you play contradicts it. Master this ability, and ALL rhythm becomes easy. Beginners, don’t

underestimate the value of this! Practice examples like this until you can feel and articulate a strong steady

pulse throughout. Only then can you truly say you can “play” an example up to par. Playing a line without being

capable of articulating a steady pulse just isn’t good enough, if you want to be a solid player.]
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ust as with the earlier examples, the key here is to work

through it mechanically one chord and one “foot-tap”

at a time. Once you have all this straight in your head,

it’s time to let loose and go for the feel! Use the accents

to help insure you are playing correctly. If your foot is

down when you think it’s supposed to be up then take

a step back and move back into practice mode for a

while. As I mentioned in my last article “Practice makes

perfect” if you practice right!

________________

Don Parkhurst is a guitarist and runs a successful pri-

vate lesson teaching studio in New England, where he

has been teaching with the Troy Stetina Series books

for many years as well as other materials. Visit him

online at www.rock-lessons.com.  
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Why You Suck At Guitar? Reason

#3: Your left hand was never prop-

erly developed!

Virtually all guitar players start learning

guitar in a way that limits or destroys

the left hand’s ability to function at full

capacity. Only the very talented and very dedicated

players learn to overcome these bad finger habits that

so often appear at the beginning of playing. 

Many players have trouble with intermediate and ad-

vanced techniques, never knowing that their troubles

are actually rooted at the beginning. They must learn

some very fundamental concepts about the left hand,

and must also do some very fundamental practice in

order to get rid of these common problems. 

Here are the main reasons why the left hand gets so

screwed up right at the beginning. 

Learning At The First Fret

This is the hardest place to play. The arm is extended

all the way from the body, causing tension in all the

large muscles of the upper body. Beginners cannot relax

this tension, especially as they try to bend their fingers

in ways they have never done before. The tension in-

creases and becomes locked into the

muscles, reinforced with each practice

session. [Ed. Note: And as guitarists be-

come accustomed to this, they accept

this tension level as “normal.”]

Sympathetic Tension In The Fingers

“Sympathetic Tension” means that as one muscle is

used, other muscles tense up. We can see this in any be-

ginner guitarist (and many “advanced” ones!). As they

attempt to press that first fret, first string down with

their first finger, their second finger squeezes over onto

the first! 

Most likely the third finger squeezes too, or rises in the

air. What this means is that they are training one finger

to tense like crazy in reaction to using another finger!

This destroys finger independence. I have met players

who have played for decades and have never figured

this out. They wonder why they can’t play fast!

Imagine if you tensed up one leg every time you used

the other… Do you think you could run very fast?

There are four “coordination diseases” of the left hand;

the two worst of them are discussed in the video, “fin-

ger squeeze” and “finger rise.” They will cause you

trouble in everything you play.
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Next time I will show you how these bad finger habits, the result of improper development, routinely cause trouble

for students working through Troy's “Speed Mechanics for Lead Guitar” method. I will show you some of the

common problems I have helped students with over the years, and the resolution of those problems, as they

attempt to master the material in this book. 

_____________________

Jamie Andreas is the author of “The Principles Of Correct Practice For Guitar”, a system for learning to play

guitar that is based on the laws of body learning. It is scientific, and works for everyone. Thousands of people

around the world have used “The Principles” to begin guitar correctly, avoiding all bad habits, or to fix the playing

problems they have. Jamie’s in-depth writings on the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual aspects of achiev-

ing guitar mastery can be found at her website www.guitarprinciples.com.
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Sweep Introduction

This is an Am arpeggio. The fingering is

4-2-1-2-1, then hammer down your 4th

finger and slide it up to the 17th fret. De-

scend the arpeggio with upstrokes until

the final note, which is a downstroke.

You are using “pick follow through”

whenever possible. By pick follow through I mean that

when you strike the first string with an downstroke for

instance, and then follow through to the next string with

another downstroke. By the same token you may use

an upstroke and follow through to the

next string using another upstroke. This

is the basic definition of sweep picking:

Strike two or more successsive strings

using the same pick direction. It is the

opposite approach from alternate pick-

ing, which means each downstroke is

followed immediately by an upstroke regardless of

string location. 

So first, try playing the arpeggio here leaving your left

hand fingers in place on their re-

spective notes after you play each

note as long as possible, allowing

the notes to ring together. With

your amplifier set on distortion this

technique will sound dissonant.

Clean amplifier settings will pro-

duce a more piano like sound.

Next play by releasing fretting

pressure and lifting your left hand

fingers off of the neck after striking

each note. [Ed. Note: Lifting pres-

sure off the fretboard does not nec-
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essarily mean lifting fingers completely off the string.]

This technique will sound more staccato-like and works

well with distortion. Do not allow the sound of each

note ring over one another. This is your standard

“arpeggio sweep” sound.

Now mute the strings by touching the strings lightly

with the outer edge of your right hand palm at the

bridge saddles. This gives you a short broken sound

which can be very effective for metal. When played

with palm muting (particularly on the lower strings),

sweeps can have a wider range of tonal dynamics.

Also practice the same arpeggio using consistent alter-

nate picking as well. You should be capable of both ap-

proaches, as in some situations alternate picking may

be preferable. 

Fret-Hand Tapping Introduction

Here is a simple tapping sequence for those of you who

are new to this technique. Hold your right hand parallel

to the guitar neck with your right hand palm facing the

frets of the guitar. Now place your left hand 1st finger

on the 2nd string, 2nd fret. Hold your right hand above

the 2nd string, 10th fret. Now firmly tap your right hand

middle finger onto the 2nd string, 10th fret sounding a

clear tone. (You can hold the pick between your thumb

and index finger.) 

Now pull your right hand finger off of the string, sound-

ing the 2nd string, 2nd fret still held with your left hand

and hammer your 4th finger onto the 5th fret. Repeat

continuously until it flows smoothly. 

The next step is to move the sequence around the fret-

board. Raise the top note a fret and then lower it. Raise

the bottom notes up two frets and then lower them.

Make sure as you move one or both hands, you main-

tain an even flow of notes. Slow down as needed. 
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Single String Speed Exercise

This example is in the key of A minor, with position shifts up and back down the 1st string. [Ed. Note: Notice

that the although the note groupings appear in sets of three, the rhythm is in 16th notes (sets of four). The inter-

action creates a more interesting rhythmic effect, where each repetition of three begins on a different part of the

beat. This technique, called a hemiola, can transform any fairly straight exercise into something much more in-

teresting to play.] 

Use straight alternate picking, beginning with a downstroke. After you familiarize yourself with the note pattern,

begin with a slow tempo and gradually increase the metronome speed.  Do not push yourself to play fast as this

creates hand tension. Rather, let the speed come naturally.

Press the strings as lightly as possible. As you learn to play with less tension and smaller hand motions, your

speed will increase naturally. Be patient with this and go for good form first. Remain relaxed and coordinate your

left and right hands smoothly. The better your hands work together, the more cleanly articulate you will sound.

___________________
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__________________

John Tapella is the Official Transcriber for  the Line6

Guitarport, as well as a transcriber for Hal Leonard and

Warner Bros. His transcriptions include: Joe Satriani,

Steve Vai's Passion and Warfare, The Hendrix Collec-

tion, Eric Johnson, Jeff Beck, Black Sabbath, as well

as Reed, Ford, Hendersen, Winter, Mason, Alman

Bros., Papa Roach, Vaughan, Buddy Guy, B.B. King, 

Linkin' Park, Chevelle, UFO, Rush, C.C.R., the Beatles,

Shadows Fall, Cooper, Cash, Miller and many more

Check out the audio clips for John's new 10 song CD,

Excalibur, at www.JohnTapella.com.
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Randy Rhoads-Style Chromatics,

Part 1

In the heavy rock and metal guitar

styles, fast and interesting chromatic

passages often appear where the notes

physically fall in an orderly fashion on

a single string. 

Chromatics can also appear as tightly

knit clusters of notes on adjacent

strings, played as a single movable

unit, up and down the fingerboard with “Protean Ra-

pidity.”

Using chromatics in this manner is a signature tech-

nique in the Randy Rhoads guitar style. Let’s take a

look at how you can introduce this technique to con-

struct more interesting lines of your own.

Key concept: How to use chromatic

tones as a solo-building tool by tailoring

the arrival of important target pitches to

specific beats, while maintaining a con-

stant underlining rhythmic structure.

In Metal Lead Guitar Vol. 2, page 22,

Troy presents the Chromatic Scale

along with two examples (#35 and #36)

which use “chromatics as passing tones

to smooth out a line in order to hit a tar-

get pitch.” This is exactly what I mean.

So let’s master this in application by developing origi-

nal phrases of your own that use this principle. First I’ll

show you how I developed a sample four-measure

“outro solo”section using a dusty old Zeus song of

mine, “Flames of Olympus.” Then create your version

following the same idea. Here is the rhythm part:
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I’d like to end the phrase by “matching up” with the bass and drum accents on beats 3 and 4. Yet I also want

something busier. What to do? First, I create a “guide solo,” or simplified version made up of just the target notes

I wanted to hit on specific pulses with minimal bridging to connect them. Think of it as a “melodic skeleton.”

Now working in a straight 16th note rhythm, here are some individual lines which would lead the listener in the

general direction toward each new target note. In this example, do not get hung up on the exact notes you will

play. This is just showing some very rough ideas of the various ways you can contour the scales to wind around

each of the target notes. We can refine the timing, select and deselect notes, and alter the phrases later. 
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Next, I’ve made some changes as required for timing, ease of playability, and what I think might sound best. Try

making your variations until things come into focus. Don’t be afraid to move the physical location of the target

notes to a different positions on the neck, as a better idea may suddenly come to you! Focus on everything EX-

CEPT the final measure. First get the measures leading up to the final measure. We tackle it separately.

Finally, make any adjustments required to “smooth out” your lines, reaching the important target notes with chro-

matics.

Did you notice that the lick in measure four above is a direct quote of Example 35 of Metal Lead Guitar Vol. 2?

Notice also how downbeat 3, upbeat 3 and downbeat 4 retain the important E accents? Had we played only those

notes which are diatonically correct (within the key) on the ascending run, it wouldn’t have worked out so well.

In this case, chromatics help “matched up” the run with the bass and drum accents.
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Okay, that’s it for this month. Now grab any four measure Rhythm Guitar riff out of Metal Rhythm Guitar, create

a “melodic skeleton” of target notes and develop runs that utilize chromatics in order to hit the key target notes

at the right moments. This approach enables runs to sound highly melodic, even within the context of faster se-

quences. We’ll continue our study of Randy Rhoads style chromatics next month in part 2, see you then!

__________________

Jimmy Kane is the Owner/Director

of Hunt’s Annex Studios and

School of Music located just out-

side Philadelphia. He has coached

hundreds of private guitar and bass

students through Troy’s method

book series over the past decade.

Hunt’s Annex School of Music is

dedicated to preserving the mem-

ory and living spirit of Randy

Rhoads through quality music ed-

ucation. The Troy Stetina Series

constitutes the core curriculum of

the Rock Guitar Studies Program.

In addition to being an authorized

Jackson dealer, Jimmy produces

unique “Custom Conversion” gui-

tars, like this month’s “Dragon V.”

Email Jimmy with any questions

or comments.
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Toccata #4

Mastering sweep picking and

tapping are two rites of pas-

sage for aspiring shredders.

The vehicle we will use here

for developing your sweep

and tap technique is the intro

to a piano piece by J. S. Bach

called “Toccata #4”, which

translates wonderfully to the

electric guitar. 

This is also an excerpt from

my book/CD “Speed Metal” (Centerstream/Hal

Leonard), available at www.davecelentano.com. 

Here, the alternate picking and string skipping tech-

niques you saw in last month’s lesson are now taken

a step further with outside picking, sweep picking,

and legato tapping. [To download all audio exam-

ples and pdfs of this lesson click here.]

To get started, first familiarize yourself with this

tune by listening to audio example 1 while visually

following the tablature on the next page. 

Measure 1 features an idea outlin-

ing the tonic chord D minor (the

first note of each beat outlines D

minor in this order – D, A, F, D)

that pivots off a repeating three

note idea. The wicked sounding

C# note in this measure and

throughout the piece is the ‘major

7th’ degree from the D harmonic

minor scale (Yngwie Malmsteen

and Randy Rhoads built careers

using this tone!). 

Use alternate picking, beginning

with a down stroke during the first four and a half meas-

ures. When crossing strings, observe the last pick stroke

on one string pushing the pick towards the next string

to be plucked. This efficient technique is called ‘outside

picking’ and is used throughout the first three measures. 

Measures 2 and 3 continue outlining chords in arpeggio

style using a common classical writing device of mov-

ing diatonic chords in ascending fourths – Dm, G, C, F,

Bb, E dim, A, Dm. (Recall last month’s lesson where

Bach’s son Karl used this same writing tool in ‘Solfeg-

gietto’). 
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http://www.stetina.com/DGM/201011/Toccata_4.m4a
http://www.davecelentano.com/category/lessons/sweep-picking-and-tapping/
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Toccata #4
                                    by J.S. Bach
               transcribed for guitar by Dave Celentano
                           www.davecelentano.com page 1 of 2

Pay attention to the fingering

shown below the tab as this will

help facilitate making your po-

sition shifts more quickly. 

Measures 4 and 5 continue out-

lining Dm and A using chord

tones and a few diatonic passing

tones. 

At the second half of measure 5,

a 32nd note A major arpeggio

sweep is employed. Master this

sweep picking section by re-

hearsing it several times at half

speed, then increase it to full

speed as I have done in the

breakdown shown as example 2

here.

To perform the four consecutive

upstrokes use the ‘rest stroke’

technique—after each upstroke

the pick comes to rest on the un-

derside of the next string. Fol-

low through with an upstroke

Classical for Electric Guitar Dave Celentano

http://www.davecelentano.com/2010/10/toccata-4-lesson-on-sweep-picking-and-tapping/
http://www.davecelentano.com/2010/10/toccata-4-lesson-on-sweep-picking-and-tapping/


coming to rest on underside of

the next string and so on. Your

goal is to achieve one contin-

uous upstroke pulled across

the four strings, not a stabbing

motion of four separate up

strokes. 

For the triple string barre at
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Toccata #4  continued page 2 of 2

the 14th fret try rolling the 2nd finger across the strings to prevent the notes from sustaining over each other.

Next is a flurry of 32nd notes (eight notes per beat) using single finger tapping, pull offs, hammer ons, and slides.

Shredders often use combinations of these four tools to perform smooth lines as in measure 6. Performing evenly

connected notes in this manner is called legato. For the tapped notes I suggest using the middle finger while

keeping the pick in position between the index finger and thumb. This facilitates a quicker transition between

picked and tapped sections.

When the first note on a fresh string is hammered by the fretting hand, this is called a ‘hammer on from nowhere’.

In this piece, the occurrence takes place at the 5th note in beat 3 of measure 6. Avoid letting the previous tapped

note on the 3rd string ring out over the ‘hammer on from nowhere’. The objective is to create a smooth line free

of sympathetic string noise and ugly over tones.

The final two measures revert back to plectrum playing with a melodic line leading to resolution on the tonic

chord ‘D5’. In closing, remember to master small sections before attempting to perform the entire piece, as you

did with last month’s lesson. And oh yeah... metronome, metronome, metronome.

Classical for Electric Guitar Dave Celentano



__________________

Since graduating from Musician’s Institute in 1986

Dave Celentano has written over thirty-five guitar in-

struction books and DVDs, released two solo guitar

CDs, and helped thousands of aspiring guitarists realize

their dreams through private guitar lessons in Southern

California for more than 25 years. For more online les-

sons, visit Dave at www.davecelentano.com
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Check out these popular

Dave Celentano titles:

Secrets of Shred Guitar:

DVD

Secrets of Shred Guitar:

book/CD

Mastering the Modes

for the Rock Guitarist: 

2 DVD set

See ALL Dave Celentano products

Use code DGM11 at checkout for 20%

off retail. Coupon expires Nov 30, 2010. 

Classical for Electric Guitar Dave Celentano

Lampifier mics

have pro audio

compression built

in... you have to

try this mic!

www.Lampifier.com
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It’s Really All About the Chords

TONES, Part 1

Roll Call

Welcome back to the second in-

stallment of Blues in the Present

Tense where the innards of those

phat-sounding dominant chords

laid out for you in last month’s col-

umn (It’s All About the Chords)

will be examined and explained.

Warning: This is a multi-part series

of articles you’re getting into here. As Robert Plant

would say, “All will be revealed,” but only in due time.

It’s super-duper important you get these concepts down

since they will come back at you over and over through-

out Blues in the Present Tense—and not just in comp-

ing, but soloing, too. So let’s take our time and do this

right, y’all.

Now, if you’re coming into this article not having

delved into the previous one be sure to download the

debut issue, get your eyeballs on the text and go here

to download the corresponding PDF chart. In that 4-

page chart you will find a gaggle of essential blues-in-

duced chord voicings, many of which are culled from

the 23 progressions found in my

TrueFire course, Guitar Lab: Blues

Progressions, as well as Juiced

Blues. These courses, in addition to

Funk Fission and the upcoming

Blues Soloing, are the springboards

for much of what Blues in the Pres-

ent Tense is all about.

Perusing the chart from last

month’s column you came up

against a slew of mostly dominant-

based chords to wrap your fingers around. At the same

time there was plenty to wrap your head around as well

in the form of what makes up those chords. Within all

the black and red dots were symbols—mostly numbers

with the occasional prefix of some sort. That my friends

are the chord tones and that’s really what it’s all about.

Chord tones are nothing more than notes taken from a

scale and played as one harmonic device. That said if

you understand what’s in the chord then you stand to

have a good idea as to what to play over it—so, let’s

start to make that happen.

Simplicity

Simply put: Every last note (chord tone) within every
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last chord in the October 2010 PDF can be traced back

to one single scale—the G Mixolydian scale, which is

spelled, G A B C D E F, or in scale degrees, 1 2 3 4 5

6 b7. These chords, as well as any chord, have a for-

mula. For instance, a basic dominant 7th (dom7)

chord’s formula is as follows: 1 3 5 b7. In G Mixoly-

dian that’s G B D F, i.e. G7. The amount and order of

the chord tones is known as the chord’s voicing. Take

the G7 below, its voicing is 1 b7 3 5.

The red dot con-

taining the “R” is

the root or 1 of

the chord, which

in this case is a G.

The next note on

the 3rd fret of the

4th string is the

b7. Looking back

at the spelling of

the G Mixolydian

that’s an F. Mov-

ing over to the 3rd

string, 4th fret you have the major 3rd, B, which can

also be written as ∆3 as seen in the chart (that’s a delta

sign in front of the 3, which is commonly used to de-

note major). Now, check it out: The sound of a b7 and

3 played together like this gives dominant chords of all

types their deliciously crusty sound. Keep that impor-

tant tidbit in mind, as it will pop up again and again.

The final chord tone to identify is the p5. In G Mixoly-

dian that’s a D. The “p” prefix you see in the black dots

means “perfect”, which is what the interval of a 5th is

known as in the grand scheme of things.

When playing domi-

nant 7th (dom7)

chords it’s more often

than not what you

don’t play. Yup, here

it comes: Less is

more, folks. The first

chord tone to dump is

Mr. Perfect himself,

the 5th, as seen to the

right.

Dig—this is a voicing that should become part of your

main bag, pronto. To get this voicing under your fingers

I’m going to hook you up with a progression from Gui-

tar Lab: Blues Progressions called Larry’s Trick. Click

here for the chart as well as an mp3 where you can hear
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me play the progression that you can use to play along

with. Try to lock up with the “pocket” as best you can

and above all, rock this voicing!

Next month we’ll dig into matters that pertain to terms

such as extensions and color tones as well as simple and

compound ranges. Until then jam out with Larry’s Trick

and keep diggin’ into all those juicy dominant chords.

________________________

Multi-media guitar madman Chris Buono is every-

where and doing it all. From session cat (Lava, Lion

Music, RKM) to bandleader (Chris Buono) to sideman

(Karsh Kale, Bumblefoot, Graham Haynes) to music

journalist/columnist (Guitar Player, GuitarOne, Just

Jazz Guitar) to educator (Berklee College of Music) to

author (Alfred, Course Technology) to video clinician

(TrueFire, Guitar One); even product clinician (M-

Audio, First Act, Source Audio)—this cat is badass and

busy. Not to be tied down to any one identity for too

long, Chris Buono is perpetually morphing his

chameleon-like media profile making it nearly impos-

sible to pigeonhole his artistic output into a singular cat-

egory. And get this: Instead of sleeping, he teaches

privately and on-line, too. To get on board email Chris

here.

Visit Chris online:

www.ChrisBuono.com

Facebook

Twitter

YouTube

Blues in the Present Tense Chris Buono

http://truefire.com/blues-guitar-lessons/juiced-blues/
http://www.youtube.com/chrisbuonovideos
http://twitter.com/ChrisBuono
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Chris-Buono/179100172190
http://www.chrisbuono.com
mailto:chris@chrisbuono.com


My “Double Plucking” Tech-

nique

Years before my current solo CD,

Mannerisms Magnified, I had

recorded 10 acoustic guitar/vocal

cover song arrangements I'd

worked up, putting them all on a

CD-R as a Christmas gift for my

mother at the time. A few years

later, at the behest of a few friends

and family members, I offered this

personal collection as a commercially available CD, In-

terpretations. Since its official release in 2004, that disc

has (thankfully!) garnered praised by some cool publi-

cations including Music Connection, which said,

“Turner's acoustic guitar playing on this collection of

classic covers from the Sixties and Seventies (including

Queen’s ‘Bohemian Rhapsody,’ the Beach Boys’ ‘God

Only Knows,’ and the Beatles’ ‘Blackbird’) is first rate.

Check it out if you are so inclined! Now, on to the point

of this lesson. Midway through this disc sits an arrange-

ment of Leonard Cohen's “Hallelujah,” dedicated to

Jeff Buckley. And about 2/3rds of the way through that

song, I play a fun guitar solo/interlude using a tech-

nique, based upon hybrid picking,

that I like to call double plucking. 

I'm not really sure what prompted

me to start experimenting with

this approach, but it definitely

yields a unique sound texture,

IMHO. And what's more, the

basic technique is pretty simple!

I've since used it for a bunch of

things—a ton of which I've in-

cluded in my recent book Power

Plucking - A Rocker's Guide to Acoustic Fingerstyle

Guitar. 

Today, we'll learn this fun little "double plucking" tech-

nique through a few basic exercises, then explore the

approach in-depth through a full transcription of my

“Hallelujah” acoustic interlude. Sound fun? I hope so!

Before we get started, however, let’s take a couple min-

utes to revisit the basics of “hybrid picking.”

Hybrid Picking

All of the examples presented in this lesson are played

using pick-and-fingers technique, a.k.a. hybrid picking.

This approach combines elements of fingerstyle and
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pick-style techniques. In contrast to traditional classical

fingerstyle technique [where the thumb (p) is usually

responsible for sounding the bottom three wound

strings, while the index (i), middle (m) and ring (a) fin-

gers are reserved for strings 3, 2, 1, respectively], in

"hybrid picking" the pick functions as a replacement

for the plucking hand's thumb, while the middle (m),

ring (a), and sometimes pinky (c) fingers are used to

pluck the higher strings. I use this technique on acoustic

as an alternative approach to traditional fingerstyle

playing simply to minimize the risk of shredding my

fingernails. Further, in the likely event a song I play

also contains standard strumming moves, funky riffs,

or lead lines, having the pick already in hand provides

more flexibility!

My “Double Plucking” Technique

In a nutshell, my “double plucking” technique involves

using either the pick-and-middle (m) or pick-and-ring

(a) fingers to sound two strings simultaneously. This is

often done while holding down a familiar chord shape,

allowing all the chord's notes to ring together (e.g., “let

ring throughout”). To minimize any notation confusion

about this, in each of the examples in this lesson, I have

placed a chord frame overhead at the occurrence of

each “new” chord shape. 

Now you're ready to practice getting the basic coordi-

nation down. 

First, try your hands at FIGURE 1—an open position

G chord, which uses an alternating “double plucking”

pattern featuring the right hand’s middle and ring fin-

gers plucking in alternation. (Note: The pick is always

used in “downstroke” fashion throughout, on the lowest

string of each string pair.)

View TAB & YOUTUBE video

At first, you might find it easiest to just stick to using

the pick and middle (m) fingers (throughout) for each

note pair. However, with practice, you might feel alter-

nating with pick-and-middle (m) and pick-and-ring (a)

fingers produces a smoother sound, and promotes re-

laxation in your plucking hand. (Note that failing to al-

ternate will also prompt your hand to “bounce” away

from the strings at higher tempos—not altogether un-

usable, as it can create a percussive effect that's quite

cool! But generally I would recommend using the first

method, above.) 

Now try using this same approach, using your alternat-

ing “double plucks” in the context of the open-position
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About the Artist: On his latest CD, Mannerisms Magni-

fied, Dale Turner composed, arranged, produced, and

recorded all the music himself, and played all the instru-

ments (voices, guitar, bass, real acoustic drums, piano,

accordion, and mandolin). Current review by Guitar

Player magazine says, “Smart pop tunes that are

crammed with interesting guitar parts and tones... Like

what the Beach Boys might do if they were on an acid

trip that was on the verge of getting out of control.

Yeah!” 

In addition to working as a performing/recording

musician and producing engineer, the former West Coast

Editor (1996-2007) of the now defunct GuitarOne mag-

azine is currently an instructor at Hollywood’s Musi-

cian’s Institute, where he teaches Jimi Hendrix-style

rhythm guitar improvisation, music theory/ear training,

sight-reading, and rhythmic independence for the

singing guitarist. Dale is also

author of 50+ instructional

books/transcription folios (his

latest being Power Plucking -

A Rocker’s Guide to Acoustic

Fingerstyle Guitar). He also

writes a monthly acoustic gui-

tar column for Guitar World

magazine.

C–D(add2/4) progression in FIGURE 2. Note: D(add2/4)

is just a fancy name for an open C chord moved up two

frets, with the open 1st and 3rd strings still allowed to

ring open.

View TAB & YOUTUBE video

“Hallelujah” Solo Acoustic Guitar Interlude

Next at the link below (scroll to the bottom) you will find

a note-for-note transcription of the interlude I performed

in the middle of my version of “Hallelujah” which applies

this plucking technique in a musical context. NOTE: On

the original performance, I played the entire song with a

capo fixed across the 3rd fret (to put the song in a more

comfortable vocal range). However, to facilitate quick

learning, the transcription below is written for a “capo-

less” guitar. Further, I re-recorded the section exclusively

for this lesson—without the capo—at REGULAR and

SLOW speeds, making it easier to hear/see what's going

on. I hope you like!!! 

View TAB & YOUTUBE video

.

Now create some of your own textures using this tech-

nique! It is equally viable with either electric or acoustic

guitar.

___________________________
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Acoustic Rock Textures Dale Turner

http://www.intimateaudio.com/recordings.html
http://www.intimateaudio.com/Double_Plucking_Lesson.html
http://www.intimateaudio.com/Double_Plucking_Lesson.html
http://www.intimateaudio.com/recordings.html


Well first of all let me just say that

I am honoured to be asked back for

another column in this great maga-

zine. The feedback from the Riff

Axelerator has been amazing, with

some great ideas for functions in a

version 2 release down the track –

keep ‘em coming! Add Riff Axel-

erator in Facebook to be kept up

with our development.

For this lesson, I want to expand

upon the lick you learnt in the last

column by discussing some ideas

for creating your own licks from

other peoples, without ripping

them off. I hope you have been

practicing the solo to deceiver

which we started on last lesson, as

I am going to show you how to get

some ideas from this to make your

own licks and riffs. 

Idea #1

Here is Troy’s Deceiver lick that

you learnt last month. Now how

can you put your own spin on this?

The first thing I like to do is isolate

the rhythm of the phrase, consider-

ing it separately from the pitch as-
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pect. Now check out “Ex 01” and “Ex 01a” in the

pdf below. (Click the “play” icon in the pdf to listen.

The audio is embedded within the pdf.)

Download Example PDF

We have two notes played as semi-quavers (16ths)

then 4 notes played as demi-semi quavers (32nds).

I simpler terms, that means 4 notes crammed into

the same amount of time as the first 2 notes. After I

have the rhythm down, I then play around in a dif-

ferent spot keeping to the same (or similar) rhythm. 

In this case I tried applying an eastern type of scale

(Phrygian dominant) to create Ex 01a. The black

dots represent the scale tones 1-b2-3-4-5. The open

dots are the same notes one octave higher.

While that is pretty cool, I thought it would sound

better with some different drumming, so I listened

to a few Tea Party songs for inspiration and pro-
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grammed in a basic drum pattern in their vein, then tried

to create a heavy riff using these ideas and created a

track I call “Indabica.” (Labelled Ex 01b in the pdf).

At this point I have created my own riff/melody which

could form the basis of a brand new song. It simply

would not have come about if I didn’t get ideas from

Troy’s lick... but most importantly, it isn’t a rip-off. It’s

my own.

Now try it yourself. Take Troy’s rhythm, apply it to an-

other scale, and see what you can come up with. It’s a

very simple idea, but you will be surprised at how easy

it is to completely transform old things into new things

using this approach. 

Idea #2

The next part of the solo we learnt was the descending

scale run. Let’s apply the same “monotone” concept

here. Now turn to page 2 of that same pdf. Ex 02 is

Troy’s line that I’m starting with.

Download Example PDF

Because the run is all even, it will be easy to make

something out of this. First we will change the timing

http://www.stetina.com/DGM/201011/JV.pdf
http://www.stetina.com/DGM/201011/JV.pdf
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to semi-quavers (16th) so us mere mortals have a

chance of playing it! And to turn things around a bit, I

will play ascending. A key part of Troy’s phrase is the

displacement that gives it some rhythmic character in-

stead of just being a straight descending line. So let’s

incorporate that idea as well. Now listen to my “re-

drafted” version in Ex 02a in the pdf.

This doesn’t sound totally unique as it is being played

over the same progression, but if you took the ideas and

apply them to different chords or progressions, you will

get something further removed from the original. Let

your ears guide you to what sounds good and you can

make some changes to give it your flavour.  

Idea #3

This final one is inspired from the tritone part at the end

of Troy’s lick (Ex 03 in the pdf). What I did in Ex 03a

was to extend the rhythm to play twice as many notes

and expand upon that same diminished tonality.

Pretty crazy huh? Well stick with me here…

Then I imagined I was Larry LaLonde from Primus and

played it in a lower register as a rhythm figure. After a

few times of trying some different drums, I came up

with something that you could definitely not accuse me

of ripping off from Troy Stetina! Now listen to Ex 03b

(Crazy Primus-style riff) on page 3 of the pdf.

In this lesson I have given you a few keys to creating

your own licks and riffs. In summary: Write out the

music in “monotone” (rhythm only) and use that as a

springboard. By the way, here is a good reason to learn

to read music. However, if you can’t, you can still take

these ideas to create your own from other peoples licks

– even if you don’t like them!

____________

Riff Axelerator module for November

Based on feedback from the last edition, I have done

up a new module on the difficult descending part of

Troy’s Deceiver lick. And more to come in next

month’s issue! Click the graphic below to link to the

Riff Axelerator.

http://www.riffaxelerator.com/app/index.php?ver=3i


Jason Vearing is a guitarist/teacher from Australia and cre-

ator of the guitar teaching device Riff Axelerator. A late

starter to the guitar at 17 years of age, Jason played guitar in

a four-piece outfit that combined metal guitar, funk bass and

dual rappers in an outfit called China Rhino at 19 (check

them out on Youtube!). At the age of 25, and tired of living

off noodles, he left China Rhino, got a haircut and a ‘real

job,’ in his spare time playing with an acoustic outfit called

Mensana with his wife and brother-in-law Vern. These days,

his musical focus is on developing the Riff Axelerator and

teaching part-time, while holding down his day gig as a prop-

erty valuer and spending quality time with his wife and 3

young children.
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The new album featuring guitarist Troy Stetina 

Coming Nov 2010!

Click here to join the Second Soul

mailing list and help bring a show and

Troy Stetina guitar masterclass work-

shop to your town! 

Making Licks Your Own Jason Vearing

http://www.reverbnation.com/troystetina?add_email=true
http://www.reverbnation.com/troystetina
http://www.riffaxelerator.com
http://www.reverbnation.com/troystetina
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Stretched Pentatonics

“Slip to the Void” Lick

Last month I showed you some

stretched, 3-note-per-string pentatonic

legato licks which I used for the open-

ing descending line in my solo on

Troy’s new Second Soul record. 

On the new Alter Bridge record (AB

III), I used this pentatonic legato

string-skipping idea in “Slip to the

Void” and “Know it Hurts,” too.  

Here is the lick from “Slip to the Void.”

It’s in Dm (slack tuning down 1/2 step

Advanced

Mark Tremonti
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this time so it’s actually sounding C#m) and shifting between box 5 and 1 pentatonic shapes, in the same area of

the neck as last month’s lick. But this time it’s just on the E and B strings. Here is a kind of repeating exercise I

might run through to expand on this idea over the whole Dm pentatonic scale. 
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At measure of the “Slip to the Void” lick, it goes into a rhythmic phrase with a short run up on the 2nd string and

accents on the 1st string. The 2nd accent on upbeat 2 goes diminished. Then in measure 4, I take another legato

pattern down Dm pentatonic to the A string. Here what it looks like if you just ran that sequence of the pattern as

an exercise.

____________________

Mark Tremonti is the guitarist for Creed and Alter Bridge. His most recent album is Alter Bridge III, available in

Europe now and due in retail stores in the US and on iTunes November 9th. You can here low sound quality preview

of many of the songs on youtube here. Friend Mark on Facebook here.

http://www.facebook.com/mtremonti?ref=search
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=alter+bridge+III&aq=f
iTunes here


A month or two ago, Mark Thompson of www.Shred-

Knowledge.com posted a few videos of Russian gui-

tarist Sergey Golovin on my facebook profile wall. This

short piece really caught my ear. 

But Sergey’s tab wouldn’t properly unpack, so I sat

down and learned it by ear... I liked it that much. Hey

that’s not so odd. In the old days that’s how we always

did it! 

This is highly unusual for me. I’m not in the habit of

learning random pieces off YouTube. But I hadn’t

played the guitar for a few months and needed some-

thing to get my chops back up to speed for an impend-

ing video shoot. Everything here is straight

3-note-per-string picking, which is perfect for an exer-

cise... focus just on one repeated element and you will

improve it most quickly. Of course, I could get the same

thing just running scales, so why was this worth learn-

ing? Two reasons. First, it’s cool. But most importantly,

it is a somewhat involved, composed piece. And why

is that good?

In the old days, I had learned many of the Paganini vi-

olin caprices. One of the thing I often noticed was that

because the music was so compelling and involved, I

would regularly lose myself in

it. It was as if I put my head

down and when I “came back

to reality,” hours had passed.

And I had not once thought

about technique, or whether

I’m getting better or faster, etc.

Yet I always noticed that my

accuracy, control and articula-

tion was much better—the im-

provement was spontaneous and effortless. What was

happening was that, because the music was involved

enough to pull my mind into a completely different

space, the mechanical aspects of playing got the amount

of repetition needed to really allow the skills to sink in.

In other words, it caused me to slow down, without my

mind constantly running the agenda of impatiently

wanting to push my tempos faster all the time. I tricked

myself into patience!

So in Sergey’s piece, I saw a minnie version of that

same possibility. This was just what I needed to get my

chops into shape that evening. And now I offer you the

same. Learn it slowly. Memorize it step by step, listen-

ing for the subtle ebb and flow of its cadences. Yes, he

plays it quite fast, but you needn’t play it fast to make
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Sergey Golovin’s Alternate Picking Etude Troy Stetina
Advanced

Troy Stetina

http://www.facebook.com/people/Troy-Stetina/100000343068250
http://www.ShredKnowledge.com
http://www.ShredKnowledge.com


this sound good. Make it your goal to learn the piece,

memorizing it slowly, and stringing it all together one

portion at a time. Allow yourself to get lost in it.

I thank Sergey for kindly agreeing to include his piece

here as this month’s “featured column.” So let’s get

right to it. First click the video below to see and hear

what you are getting into:

Begin with one small bite size portion at a time. First

learn it without regard to timing whatsoever. Play

through the notes until you have the pattern “under your

fingers.” Play this with a relaxed ease in both hands,

keeping the motions small. Play relatively softly. You

don’t want to be strangling the guitar.

After you have a few measures like this, string them to-

gether and run it slowly with a metronome. Then ad-

vance to the next two measures in the same way. Back

up and play all four measures together. Keep moving

forward like this. 

Remember to make it all about the quality of the notes.

Just because you put the right finger on the right fret at

the right time is not enough. How did the note sound?

Pay attention to how synchronized the picking is with

the left hand. Are the notes connected fluently, or are

they choppy and hacked? Do they sing, or do they

sound like you are just trying to get through the piece?

It’s not a race to the finish. It is a piece of music. Pay

attention to the musical value of each note here. 

Now turn the page and get to it! Enjoy!!
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Sergey Golovin’s Alternate Picking Etude #1

Sergey Golovin’s Alternate Picking Etude Troy Stetina

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fo2DriUnX10
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Sergey Golovin’s Alternate Picking Etude Troy Stetina

Alternate Picking Etude #1
by Sergey Golovin
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_____________________

Sergey Golovin was born in 1988 in Kiselevsk, a small 

siberian town in Russia. At school he interested in

music and began studying the guitar. He graduated

from music college as a classical guitarist, but then, in-

fluenced by Paul Gilbert, Steve Vai, Guthrie Govan and

other great players, switched to electric guitar. In 2009

Sergey won the international competition "Leader Gui-

tarist 2009" in Moscow. Sergey currently teaches guitar

in Saint-Petersburg. 

Visit Sergey on:

MySpace

YouTube

Facebook

Sergey Golovin’s Alternate Picking Etude Troy Stetina

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100000586954622
http://www.youtube.com/user/GUITARCHILDREN
http://www.myspace.com/sergeygolovin
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